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“The vision of the Missouri Retired Teachers Association and Public School Personnel (MRTA) is to promote and protect pensions, programs, and benefits of all public school personnel in retirement”.
If MRTA is to be successful in developing strategies to successfully meet their vision statement, “to promote and protect
pensions, programs, and benefits of all public school personnel in retirement,” it is important to understand the purpose and history of the PSRS/PEERS. The concept of PSRS/PEERS began years before final implementation in 1946
after numerous debates, failures, false hopes, and political intrigue. With the astute leadership of Everett Keith, MSTA
Executive Director, the PSRS/PEERS legislation was passed and signed into law May 1945 and began July 1, 1946. A
primary goal of the PSRS/PEERS since its creation has been to “Help School Districts Attract and Retain the Best
and Brightest Educators and Employees for Missouri’s School Children.”
It is also important to realize the current status or priority of public education in the state of Missouri, that based
on a variety of factors, is on a race to the bottom of financial support for public schools and teachers when compared to other states. In 2020, beginning Missouri teachers’ salaries ranked 49th out of the 50 states with average
salary at 45th, $50,870 compared to national average of $64,133, public school expenditure per student ranked 34th at
$11,685 compared to the national average of $13,597, student enrollment per teacher was 48th, and Missouri revenue
for public education as a percent of total revenue was 50th at 30.7% while the national average was 47.1% (NEA).
Although the financial support for public education is inadequate, student performance, based on a variety of
performance measures, is above the national average. So, what is the variable? Professional educational leaders,
community leaders, and others throughout the state contend the variable is the quality of teachers in Missouri classrooms plus the quality of educational leaders in buildings and districts. 73% of classroom
teaching in Missouri is performed by teachers with 20+ years of teaching experience. 95%
of Missouri teachers with 15 years of service will teach until retirement eligibility. PSRS
leads to classroom teaching that is provided by an experienced, stable teaching force that
is the basis of enhanced student performance.
As of June 30, 2021, over 100,000 individuals recieved benefits from PSRS/PEERS. Total
annual benefits paid were nearly $3.2 billion. Of this amount, more than $2.8 billion, or 89%, was distributed among
Missouri’s 114 counties, positively impacting the state’s economy. Every $1.00 invested by members into a defined benefit plan produced $6.49 of total economic out- PSRS/PEERS Benefits by County
put within Missouri. PSRS/PEERS significantly influences Missouri’s economy
and provides financial security for retirees.
Missouri retired teachers and administrators are able to stay involved and engaged
in community activities with retires continuing to serve in a variety of capacities.
Many MRTA members continue to work in institutions of higher education, working
part time in critical shortage areas in public schools or as substitute teachers. MRTA
members were reported to contribute 551,113 volunteer hours in 2020, representing $14,990,818 in service to Missouri communities.
As benefactors of PSRS/PEERS it appears to be self-serving for MRTA members to advocate for educator pension benefits. But when looking at the bigger picture cited above, one realizes:
1. the impact PSRS/PEERS has on student performance through a stable, experienced teaching force
2. the economic contribution retirees make to the state’s economy
3. the extended service retirees are able to provide enriching the quality of life of Missouri citizens
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Impact of staff stability/experience on teaching, learning, and
enhanced student performance
1. 95% of teachers entering their 15th year of teaching will stay in PSRS until retirement eligibility (PSRS).
2. 73% of classroom teaching in Missouri is performed by teachers with 20+ years of teaching experience
(PSRS).
3. In 2018-2019, the average number of years of service for a Missouri teacher was 22.5 (PSRS).
4. The national high school graduation rate for 2018 was 84% and 85% for 2017. Missouri high school graduation rates for those years was significantly better at 89% and 88% respectfully (National Center for Educational Statistics NICS).
5. Nationwide in 2019, 52% of students took the ACT compared to 76% of Missouri students, with nearly identical composite scores of 20.8 and 20.6 (DESE).
6. The 2019 national six-year rate for students attending college and universities was 57.6% while for Missouri
the rate was 58.6% (DESE).

Financial Impact of the PSRS/PEERS on Communities and the State
Economy
1. As of June 30, 2020 approximately 98,000 individuals received benefits from PSRS/PEERS. Total benefits paid
were nearly $3.1 billion. Of this amount, more than $2.7 billion or 89% was distributed among Missouri’s 114
counties, positively impacting the local and state economy (PSRS).
a. Review the PSRS Benefits by County Map at https://www.psrs-peers.org/About- Us/System-Overview/		
Benefits-by-County.
2. The total Market Value of Invested Assets as of June 30, 2020, was $45.6 billion. The 25-year investment
return for each dollar was $0.62 investment earning, $0.20 member contribution, and $0.18 employee contribution (PSRS).
3. Every $1.00 invested by members into a defined benefit plan (PSRS) produced $6.49 of total economic output
within Missouri.
4. 84% of Missouri teachers are better off financially in a defined benefit plan (DB) than a 401k defined contribution plan (DC).
a. DB plans pool the longevity risks of large numbers of individuals. They need to only accumulate enough 		
funds to provide benefits for the average life expectancy of the group. In contrast, individuals in DC plans
will need to set aside enough funds to last for the “maximum” life expectancy if they want to avoid the risk
of running out of money in retirement. Since the maximum life expectancy can be substantially 			
greater than the average life expectancy, a member of a DC plan will have to set aside a lot more 			
money than a member of a DB plan to achieve the same level of monthly retirement income.

b. DB plans can take advantage of the enhanced investment returns that come from a balanced portfolio 		
over long periods of time. This is because ongoing DB plans generally include individuals with a range 		
of ages as older workers retire; younger workers enter the plan. As a result, the average age of the group 		
in a mature DB plan like PSRS/PEERS does not change much. This means DB plans can keep a well-bal		
anced portfolio of assets for long periods of time. By contrast, individuals in DC plans must 			
gradually shift to a more conservative asset allocation as they age in order to protect against financial 		
market shock later in life.
c. DB plans achieve greater investment returns than DC plans. These superior returns can be attributed 		
partly to lower fees that stem from economies of scale. Also, because of professional management 		
of assets, DB plans achieve superior investment performance as compared to the average individual 		
investor. This presents challenges to the PSRS as it did in the beginning of the PSRS in 1946 as 			
local investment institutions would rather have those monies going into their local institutions 			
and not into investment groups outside the community.
5. The PSRS/PEERS System is managed in a prudent and cost-effective manner ($45.6 billion as of June 30,
2020) while continuing to provide exceptional service to members.
a. A seven-member Board oversees the operation and administration of PSRS/PEERS, 1 elected PEERS 		
member, 3 elected PSRS members, and 3 governor-appointed trustees, one of whom must be a PSRS or 		
PEERS retiree (PSRS).
b. PSRS/PEERS funding comes from three sources, member contributions (14.5 %), employer contribu		
tions (14.5%) and investment earnings (PSRS).
c. The investment team manages these assets with closely monitored levels of risk in a diversified portfolio 		
structured to withstand short-term shocks to the market yet positioned to provide consistent asset 		
growth over time (PSRS).
d. PSRS/PEERS can invest in private markets (including private equity, private real estate, and private cred-		
it) while an average member cannot get access to private markets through a traditional 401(k). 			
The private markets offer significant diversification and enhanced return for the Systems. Within private 		
markets, the internal investment staff oversees over 130 manager relationships that include more 			
than 350 separate investments (PSRS)
e. The PSRS/PEERS is the 45th largest defined benefit plan in the United States and the 101st largest inves-		
tor in the world.

Continued contribution PSRS retirees make to the quality-of-life issues
1. MRTA members contribute 551,113 volunteer hours representing $14,990,818 in service to Missouri communities (MRTA 2020).
2. 8,025 PSRS retirees are reported as working for a PSRS-covered employer (PSRS 2020).
3. 96% of PSRS retirees working after retirement earn less than $25,000 a year (PSRS 2020).
4. 146 PSRS retirees worked under the Critical Shortage Employment, earning less than an average of $47,341
(PSRS 2020).

5. Numerous PSRS retirees work as substitute teachers filling the need for qualified substitute teachers to work
in the public schools in Missouri.
6. Numerous PSRS administrative retirees fill roles with unexpected administrator vacancies in the public
schools in Missouri.
7. In the past 20 years, four PSRS retired administrators have served as Commissioner or Interim Commissioner of DESE, six PSRS retired administrators have served as Deputy or Interim Deputy Commissioner of
DESE, seven PSRS retired administrators have served as Assistant Commissioners of DESE, and all of the 10
Area Supervisor positions of DESE for the past 20 years have been PSRS retired administrators.
8. Numerous PSRS individuals work at institutions of higher education continuing to contribute to public education.
9. PSRS retirees stay active and engaged in numerous community and statewide activities.

MRTA is your pension watchdog!
“I joined MRTA because I recognize how important my pension benefits are to myself and my family. I also want
to support the pension system as I see how important PSRS/PEERS is to the entire state of Missouri and it’s citizens.
Our retirement systems keeps good teachers in the classroom, which results in improved student performance and
boosts Missouri’s economy by $3 billion a year.” 					
						
Richard Phillips, MRTA Retirement Education Committee Chair

Please use this information at your Unit meetings and in ASKING someone to join MRTA!

